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SUMMARY
This report describes a research effort to develop a "sophisticated" computer model of human
behavior. As an initial contribution to this effort, we are developing a computer framework of moti-
vated cognition. Motivated cognition focuses on the motivations or affects that provide the context
and drive in human cognition and decision making. Our approach is to first develop, in diagrammatic
form, a conceptual architecture of the human decision-making approach from the perspective of
information processing in the human brain, A preliminary version of such a diagram is presented in
this report. This architecture is then used as a vehicle for successfully constructing a computer pro-
gram simulating Dweck and Leggett's findings that relate how an individual's implicit theories ori-
ent them toward particular goals, with resultant cognitions, affects, and behavior.
_TRODUCTION
The approaching era of manned space stations and space exploration carries with it the promise
of advanced automation featuring intelligent computer programs and machines. If such systems are
to achieve a truly symbiotic relationship with humans, Poison (1987) and Connors (1989) indicate
that these systems will require sophisticated modeling of their human partners. As a step toward
achieving the long-term goal of developing a sophisticated computer model of human decision
making, the initial aim of our research effort at NASA has been to develop a computer model of
human cognition and decision making that focuses on the impact of affects. The ability to simulate
actual psychological observations with the resultant system will be a measure of the success of the
effort.
We define "motivated cognition" as the process that emphasizes the role of affects in human
cognition and decision making. These affects appear to be a major contributor to the distinctly dif-
ferent manner of human decision making from the more rational approaches generally considered in
artificial intelligence. To date there has been a dearth of computer programs emphasizing the role of
affects, though Colby (1973), Thagard and Kunda (1987), O'Rorke et al. (1989), and Sanders (1989)
have all made contributions in this direction. DAYDREAMER (Mueller, 1990) is the most sophisti-
cated such program thus far developed. Pfeifer (1988) recently reviewed artificial intelligence com-
puter models of emotion.
As there does not appear to be a universally accepted definition of "affects," we will follow the
lead of Buck (1988) and define affects as the motivational system underlying emotion. In this
framework, emotions are interpreted as "the readout process" (self-awareness and outward expres-
sion) carrying information about motivation.
Our plan has been to first approach the human decision-making process from the perspective of
information processing in the human brain (cf. Baron, 1987; Gevarter, 1982; Paritsis, 1987), and
then to couple that with a synthesis of the current psychological theories in affective cognition (cf.
Landy and Becker, 1985; Buck, 1988; Dweck and Leggett, 1988). The result is intended to serve as a
fi'ameworkfor developingcomputerprogramsdemonstratingdiversetheoriesandexperimentsin
motivatedcognition.In theprocess,thiscentralframeworkwill be iterativelyrefinedanda general
computerprogramwill evolve.For thefirst phasedescribedin thisreport,wewill focuson therela-
tively automaticresponsescharacteristicof thebasicallynonanalytictypeof decisionmakingoften
foundin humans,particularlywhentheyareunderstress.Klein (1989)hastermedthis"recognition-
primeddecisions."This is in contrastto theanalyticcognitiveapproachto emotions,outlinedby
Ortonyet al. (1988).1
In thisreportwe reviewour developmentof MoCog,a computerprogramthatemulateshuman
emotionalandcognitiveresponsesto tasks.Thepotentialapplicabilityof MoCogto actualpsycho-
logicalfindings is illustratedby simulatingDweckandLeggett's(1988)resultsobtainedin astudent
testingdomain.
A Conceptual Architecture of Human Decision Making
The human appears to be born with (or with the potential for) basic affect characteristics. Basic
affects are associated with the lower levels of brain development, particularly the limbic system.
Figure 1 illustrates our view of some of the affects encountered as one moves from the lower levels
to the higher levels of the brain, though several of these affects are not available until later in the
maturation process.
Baron (1987) and others suggest that the brain stores all experiences to which the individual pays
conscious attention. Stored along with each experience are the affects that were present at the initia-
tion of the experience and those that resulted from the experience. The affect patterns thus associated
with the pre-conditions and post-conditions of the experience are accessible during future interac-
tions. Thus, when an event is perceived it is automatically compared with the store of past events
and, depending upon similarity conditions (Baron, p. 57), the associated affect patterns are activated.
Thus, when attributes of an event are sensed by the sensory system, the resulting sensory inputs
are compared to stored visual, auditory, and other sense experiences (see fig. 2). These then elicit
past situations and associated affect patterns which had a similar pattern of sensory inputs. This
results in the current situation being perceived in terms of similar past situations and their associated
affect patterns. The resulting inputs to the stored events yield a perceived event. The perceived event
and its associated affect pattern may then activate associated ideas, concepts, and their stored affect
patterns. These serve as a prediction of the consequence of the current event and its resultant affect
pattern.
The affect patterns associated with each stage combine to yield a current overall emotional state,
or affect pattern. We view a "need" as the difference between this current (or predicted) affect state
and the optimal affect state (defined in a manner similar to that used by Baron, pp. 468-470).
"Goals" can be viewed as the things that if achieved will satisfy needs. "Procedures" are actions or
strategies to achieve goals.
I As indicated in Gevarter (1982), there are pathways in the brain for direct associative elicitation of emotions in response
to stimuli, as well as in response to analytical cognitive assessments.
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Thecurrentaffectstateandtheexpectedaffectstatesresultingfrom thecurrenteventactas
inputsto thebrain'scontrolmechanism,which generatesneedsandgoalsto movetheanticipated
resultantaffect stateto amoredesirablecondition.Theseneedsandthecurrentcontextelicit appli-
cablestoredprocedures.(This is in keepingwith SharkeyandBower's (1987)findingsindicating
thatgoalsandplansarestoredin memoryasassociativestructures.)Thepredictedresultsandaffili-
atedaffectpatterns(associatedwith thevariousapplicableprocedures)arethenfedto thedecision-
makingmechanism.This mechanismthenendeavorsto selecttheprocedurethatwouldproducethe
mostdesirableoverall satisfactionof thegeneratedneeds,consideringtheweightsor prioritiesgiven
eachaffectandtheir currentdegreeof activation.
Manyelementsof ourapproachareconsistentwith Buck's (1988)conceptualmodelof motiva-
tion andresultantemotionalresponses.In Buck's model,theprocessbeginswith aninternalor
externalstimulus.This stimulusis evaluativelyfiltered by thebiologicalmotivational"primes"and
relevantlearningexperiencedby theindividual. "The lattermaybeclassicallyconditionedassocia-
tionsaswell asdirector vicarioussociallearningexperiencesaboutthestimulussituationandthe
individual's socialrole in thatparticularsituation....Thus,the impactof aparticularstimulusfor a
givenpersonis determinedby (1) thestateof arousalof theneuralsystemin question,and(2) the
individual's relevantlearningexperiencesassociatedwith thatstimulus" (pp.26-27).
Simplifications Used in Developing MoCog
To develop MoCog (our initial version of the computer program) several simplifications were
made.
1. As data on the day-to-day variations in an individual's internal affect state are often not avail-
able, they have not been simulated. Instead they have been approximated by assigning initial values
to the individual's relatively stable base (normal) affects such as self-image, happiness, and self-
esteem.
2. Affect levels are taken to range linearly from -9 to 9 (from very negative to very positive) or
from -9 to 0 or 0 to 9, as appropriate.
3. As a first approximation, the value of the total affect state has simply been taken as the sum of
the individual affect states.
4. Affects have not been prioritized.
5. Due to the lack of actual data, the vectors of incremental affect values that procedures can be
expected to produce are chosen subjectively.
6. In addition to the task preconditions, only the salient needs (those above a critical level) are con-
sidered necessary to access applicable procedures.
With these simplifications, the conceptual architecture used for MoCog is shown in figure 2, for
simulating an individual's response to a task.
Characterizing the Individuals
A significant computer program mirroring human behavior must be able to simulate real psycho-
logical experiments and observations. However, if an individual's response is based not only on the
stimuli, but upon the individual's inherent nature and upon their life experiences, then programming
an individual's response (in general) means that these, or some attribute set or schema that meaning-
fully summarizes them, have to be entered into the program. One approach has been to try to char-
acterize people by personality types using attributes such as introvert and extrovert. Dweck and
Leggett (1988) have instead tried to build a system based on the individual's world view. We have
used their work as a first test of our framework.
Dweck and Leggett (1988) focus on two discriminating views: (1) things in the world being mal-
leable and therefore subject to control and change, and (2) things being relatively fixed and therefore
relatively uncontrollable. If we categorize something important to us as being uncontrollable, then
our relationship to it is to monitor, measure, or judge its attributes. In contrast, if we view something
important to us as controllable, then our response tends to be to act on or develop it--to understand
and improve it.
Behavior is viewed by Dweck and Leggett as being situation-dependent and is aimed at maxi-
mizing the composite positive affect (or minimizing the negative affect) resulting from trying to bal-
ance the multiple goals in response to the demands of the situation. This is consistent with figure 2,
where the approach is to maximize a complex affect pattern.
Dweck and Leggett's theory is supported by observations of upper-level grade-school children
performing intellectual tasks. Stemming from the child's view of the world as either being fixed or
malleable, the child either has a performance orientation or goal (to be judged), or a learning orien-
tation or goal. Based on Dweck and Leggett's report, table 1 is our depiction of the relationships
between (1) the students' general goal, their intelligence, and the task difficulty; and (2) the resultant
observed students' behaviors (strategies) and reports by the students of their affects and cognitions.
The parameters that Dweck and Leggett use to characterize students and tests in a testing situa-
tion are
1. General goal: performance, learning
2. Intelligence: high, low
3. Test difficulty: high, low, very high (beyond the capabilities of any student)
As Dweck and Leggett's report was primarily an English language description, it was necessary
to make many assumptions to transform their non-numerical data into a computer program. As an
initial characterization, the student's normal affect attributes of self-image, happiness, and self-
esteem were subjectively assigned on a scale of-9 to 9 to vary from
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self-image = 7
happiness = 7
self-esteem= 6
for ahigh-intelligence,learning-orientedindividual,to
self-image = 3
happiness = 3
self-esteem= 2
for a low-intelligence,performance-orientedindividual.
A Computer Program to Simulate Dweck and Leggett's Findings
MoCog, the computer program we devised to simulate Dweck and Leggett's student responses to
intellectual tests, consists primarily of heuristic PROLOG rules to calculate responses from input
data at each input-output module shown in the flow diagram in figure 2.
Task difficulty was calculated as the students' responses to perceived attributes of the tests,
based on the students' past experiences. Thus, task difficulty of the various tests was calculated as a
function of the subject, number of pages, and test duration.
The primary low-level task affects of anxiety, pleasure, and boredom associated with perceived
task difficulty were computed as a function of task difficulty, student intelligence, and the student
goal of performance or learning.
The predicted mid-level cognitive response for the performance-oriented students was chosen as
success for students whose ability (intelligence) was equal to or greater than that required by the test;
failure for those students whose capabilities were inadequate for the test. All the learning-oriented
students anticipated success.
The mid-level affect response (of pride, shame, and self-image increment) to the anticipated
event outcome was computed as a function of the low-level affects, the student's general goal of
learning or performance, the student's intelligence, and the student's perceived difficulty.
The predicted outcome for all the students with a general goal of learning was taken as "learned."
The performance-oriented students' predicted outcome was "judged positively" for those that antici-
pated success, and "judged negatively" for those who anticipated failure.
The high-level affect response--of happiness and self-esteem increments--associated with the
students' view of the anticipated outcome was subjectively chosen as (1) high-level affect
incrementsof + 1eachif theanticipatedoutcomewaslearnedor judgedpositively;or (2) happiness
reducedby 3, andself-esteemby 1,if outcomewasjudgednegatively.
Theoverall affectpatternwassimplythevectorconstructedby appendingthebaseandlow- and
mid-level affectsto thehigh-levelaffects.Theneedlist wasconstructedby subtractingtheresultant
affect vectorfrom theidealaffectvector.Relevantneedswerethentakento beall elementsof the
needlist thatexceededavalueof 3 (3 appearedto beagooddividing point,baseduponthesimula-
tion results).
Proceduresarethelearnedtechniquesaccessibleto thestudentsto contendwith their currentsit-
uation(consideringtheirneedsandthecontext).Theprocedurechosenfor executionis theproce-
durethatmaximizestheresultantaffecttotal.
Results Obtained Using MoCog with Dweck and Leggett's Data
Figure 3 is a printout of a trace of an example interaction between a computer user and the
MoCog program as applied to Dweck and Leggett's data. Following step by step through this inter-
action will help illuminate our simulation. To further clarify the explanation, figure 4 shows the
results of this interaction as projected onto the generic flow diagram of figure 2.
Based on the Dweck and Leggett data and the present model, Rob is a construct of the low-
intelligence, performance-oriented individual. Based on its attributes, Rob perceives the history test
as being difficult. As shown in figures 3 and 4, Rob's past experience with difficult tests results in a
low-level affect response of anxiety, negative pleasure, and boredom with another frustrating task.
Sensing the task difficulty results in a mid-level response of expected failure with associated shame
and decreased self-image. Based on the feelings and insights resulting from the event, Rob's view of
the outcome is that he will again be judged negatively with resultant loss of happiness and self-
esteem. Rob' s high level of needs opens up a whole range of defensive response strategies that can
be used to reduce the stress. Self-aggrandizement, with its associated rebuilding of self-image and
self-esteem, appears to be the most optimal. This is consistent with Dweck and Leggett's data that
some two-thirds of the performance-oriented students engaged in self-aggrandizement or diversion-
ary behavior.
Table 2 lists the author's subjective assumptions of the effects on need reduction of the proce-
dures used in the computer run for this example. Comparable procedure effects have been used for
the other computer runs, which cover the full range of categories in Dweck and Leggett's results. It
should be noted that the impact on affects of applying various procedures can be expected to be
somewhat student-specific, which, coupled with the students' idiosyncratic backgrounds and the
day-to-day variations in students' affect levels, would help to account for the various procedural
choices observed in Dweck and Leggett's study for the same situations.
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Discussion
To obtain a computer simulation of human responses to situations it is evident that it is necessary
to:
1. Characterize the individual using such attributes as intelligence, personality, views, and belief
systems. As well as Dweck and Leggett's approach, other possibilities include Jung's Personality
Typology with associated responsive strategies and Woods et. al (1987) typology of problem solvers.
2. Develop transformations, based on the individual's characterization, that take the sensory
input and develop perceptions of situations, events and concepts, and their associated affect patterns.
3. Provide procedures or strategies (and their affect consequences) that the individual is likely
to be able to access via needs (associated with the composite affect state), and the context.
For simulating Dweck and Leggett's theory, we were guided by their observations in choosing
such things as applicable procedures, and used our simulations to highlight how affects select from
among the reachable procedures. Obviously more work is needed to succinctly characterize individ-
uals and their available procedures as a function of generic contexts.
In the process of constructing this simulation, the central result found was that with relatively
straightforward assumptions, it is possible to represent and manipulate affect structures and resultant
behavior to provide a reasonable simulation of affective behavior. To develop a computer program,
given the lack of numerical data and lack of direct knowledge of perceptions and internal states, a
great many assumptions had to be made. These subjective assumptions were chosen to be as consis-
tent as possible to likely real data, had they been available. The basic agreement of this computer
simulation with Dweck and Leggett's findings (see starred procedures in table 1) obtained by the
simple subjective assignment of attributes (with virtually no tuning) to the various individual types,
is an indication that our normal views of individual characteristics may be in good agreement with
reality for studies of this type. It also suggests that relatively simple computer programs may provide
adequate simulations of many studies. An interactive version of our simulation, providing examples
that cover the full range of categories in Dweck and Leggett's findings, has been packaged on a DOS
diskette and is available for study.
The numerous assumptions that we made to construct our computer simulation provide a good
indication of some of the research required. First, it is necessary to get a better representation of the
affect structure. This should include what affects play a major role in cognition and behavior, their
relative priority, and how they should be combined in obtaining an overall indication of need level.
Further, though in our simulation the chosen range (from -9 to 9, negative to positive) of each affect
was considered to be linear with limit cutoffs, it is more likely that these ranges are nonlinear, per-
haps approximating a sigmoid shape. Thus in generating the overall total need level, or the effects of
procedures, appropriate nonlinear weighting functions need to be found.
Conclusions
In this report we have reviewed our development of a conceptual architecture for motivated
cognition, and MoCog, our effort at simulating Dweck and Leggett's findings based upon it. Work to
date has demonstrated that there is no fundamental gap in translating Dweck and Leggett's theory
into a consistent computer program. Our work also illustrates that it is possible to develop computer
programs incorporating affects that are consistent both with our current knowledge of information
processing in the brain and actual psychological findings. However, the nature of such simulations
provide not only new ways of thinking about human mental and behavioral aspects, but strongly
points the way to needed research.
Our future work involves seeking out other segments of information on motivated cognition,
evaluating this information, and using the results to update the framework and computer models dis-
cussed in this report. In addition to further work on affects, it is proposed that belief systems and
their associated affects, internalized world models, human decision heuristics, more complex behav-
iors, and other aspects that reflect human psychological behavior eventually be added to the model.
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Affects
Sensory
Inputs
Events
Ideas &
Concepts
L
v
v
v
Low Level
Hunger
Satiation
Fear
Pleasure
Pain
Anger
Interest
Surprise
Sexual Arousal
Frustration
Anxiety
Mid Level
Shame
Pride
Disgust
Contempt
Acceptance
Guilt
Self-Image
High Level
Beliefs
Happiness
Self-Esteem
Preprogrammed
Learned
Social Origin
Long Lasting Affects
Intellectual Origin
Figure 1. Tentative affect level structure.
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Which s_udent are Fou interested in?
(fran., rob., jan., pat..)
Be sure to include the period,
and do a carriage re_Ltrn after Four sslectlon.
rob.
rob, of low iotelllltence,
has a general goa_ of performance
a normal mid level affec_ of self imale -- 3
and a nozlnal high level aff_t pattern of
happiness = 3 and self esteem = 2, on a scale of -9 to 9.
Which test are FOU considering?
(testl., tes_2., tes_3., tes_4., testS.)
test2.
Based on its attributes, the dlfflcultF of this
hisT_rF tea% is Perceived bF rob to be high
COMTINUE? (Fes., no. )
Fes.
Perceiving this test produces in rob
a low level affect response of:
anxiety = -4, on a scala of -9 to 0
p_easure = -2, on a scale of -9 to 9
boredom = -3, on a scale of -9 to 0
CONTINUE? (Fes., no. )
yes.
Sensing the task difficultF results in rob
having a feelin_of expe_ed failure
and an associated mid level affe_ response of
pride = 0, on a scale of 0 to 9
shame = -4, on a scale of -9 to 0
self imaEe = 2, on a scale of -9 to 9
CONTINUE? (yes., no.)
Fes.
Based on feellngs associated with the event,
robs view of the eurpec_ed out_ is "judEed_netativeIy" leadin_ to an
0retell affect pattern = [-4,-2,-3,0,-4,200,1]
= [AnxietF, PLeasure, Boredom,
Pride, Shame, SeLf_ImaEeNew,
Happiness_New, SeLf Esteei_Newj
and an associated Need List = [4,11,3,9,4,7,9,8]
which is the difference between the ideal state and
robs ctlrrent overall affec_ pattern
CONTINUE? (Fes., no.)
Fes.
Based on the preconditions of the task and the relevant
needs, the followinE procedures are available to rob
--- computinE ---
procedurel = ineffec_Ive_s_rategies, Resultant affect total = -18
procedure2 = defensive_withdrawaL, Resultant affe_ total = -9
procedure3 = task avoidance, Resultant affect to_al = -5
procedure4 = self_aEErandlzement, Resultant affect total = -2
procedure5 = devalue_task, Resultant affect total = -6
Selected procedure is salf_agErandizement
Figure 3. Trace of a user interaction with a computer simulation of a performance-oriented, low-
intelligence individual's response to a test of high difficulty.
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